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Let A be a second-order elliptic operator on ~ c ~'~ with associated boundary 
operator B and let [3 be a "complementary boundary operator"; e.g., A =--A, 
B = trace on c~£2, [3 = B/Sv on F c &O. Asymptotic lower bounds are obtained for 
]lfJua]lr as 2-~ ov for eigenfunctions: Aua = Zua, Bua = 0. The argument proceeds 
by relating this to known controllability results for associated evolution equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X2 be a (bounded) region in Am; let A be an elliptic operator in 
divergence form: 
Au := -V  . A Vu + qu one2 (1.1) 
with associated boundary  operator B of the form: 
Bu := au v + bu on c~Y2, (1.2) 
where u~ := A Vu • n. We make, throughout,  the assumption that, if we let x 
be A taken with the domain 
~ := {u C H2(Y2): Bu = 0}, 
then x: L2(Y2) ~ 91 ~ L2(O)  is a selfadjoint operator with compact resolvent. 
For  convenience we assume B has fixed order. Thus, we are considering 
either a Dir ichlet problem (order B = 0; a =--0 on SO) or a Neumann or 
Robin  problem (order B = 1; b/a bounded on SO). The complementary 
boundary  operator [3 is then: 
[3u := u~ if order B = 0 
(1.3) 
:=u[0~ if order B = 1 
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and we also include in the specification of 13 a possible restriction to a 
suitable subset Fc  tgJ2. We will be considering eigenfunctions u a of x: 
Au a = 2u a on ~, Bu a = 0 on &O (1.4) 
and it is easy to see (note Theorem 1.1, below) that to := I]u a will always be 
in L2(O)--or, if one restricts to FcO0,  in L2(F) which we take as being 
embedded in L2(O) by extension of elements as 0 on .Q\F. 
Consider the sequence {ua} of eigenfunctions of x, which we may take as 
orthonormal and ordered so 2 = 2j with 21 ~< 22 ~< ... ~ +~.  Corresponding 
to this is a sequence {toa} in L2(F) and we ask: 
What does the sequence {toa := Bu~} look 
like as a sequence in LZ(F) 9 
(For example: what is the L2(c00) behavior of the Dirichlet traces of the 
Neumann problem eigenfunctions of the Laplacian in ~?)  Such a question 
seems quite natural and might well have been asked at any time in the last 
50 years or more. Some questions of this sort were explicitly raised, 
apparently for the first time, in [3[ in an attempt o generalize to a wider 
class of regions some results---obtained for a cylinder or ball using explicit 
separation-of-variables r presentations---on boundary observability of the 
heat equation. Such generalizations have since been obtained by other 
methods [5,6,8] and we can now reverse those considerations: the 
distributed parameter system theory can repay part of its debt to the more 
"classical" theory of partial differential equations by contributing towards 
the resolution of this question. 
In particular, subject to restrictions on A, B, F~c%Q, we obtain 
asymptotic information on ~0(2) as 2 ~ ~ such that 
1113u~rlr/> o(,t)[lu~l[~ subject o (1.4). (1.5) 
Before proceeding to this, we obtain asymptotic upper bounds on 1[ ~u a I[- 
THEOREM 1.1. Let {ua} satisfy (1.4). Then, as 2--, ~ ,  
H 13ua [[~t~ < ~(  23/4+ ~) order B = 0 (c > O) 
~ ff(~ 1/4) orderB = 1. 
Proof. For the Dirichlet case, [3 = O/Ov is continuous from H 3/2 + 2e(~Q) to 
LE(6Q.Q). Adding a constant o q, if necessary, there is no loss of generality in 
assuming that 21 > 0 so x is invertible and one may define (s E ~) 
. tS :u=Zc ju Jw-~Zc j2}u  j (uJ = ua for 2 = 2j) 
J J 
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for u in 
~s :~" t u :  ~, ejuJCL2(~Q): Ilulls < oo I, Ilull~ := ~ )rE s [cjl 2, 
J ] J 
A standard result of interpolation theory is that II • L is equivalent on ~s to 
the n2s(j2)-norm. Thus we have III}wll <~K~ IIwL for w in ffs cH2S(0) with 
s = 3/4 + e. Thus, 
1113u~ll~, <<.Ks II u~lls =g).s Ilu~llo 
since Ilu~L = ~s II u~ll~ (4 = ,lj in the definition of II-113- Since this holds for 
every e > 0 one has O(X3/4+~). For order B = 1 one knows [2] that the map 
(co,f) ~ [solution u of Au =f ,  u[an = co] 
is an isomorphism of L2(&O) X H-3/2(.Q) and H1/2(J2). Thus, 
II u~ I1~ + II Auk I1,, ~,~.. < g II u~ I1,,,,~<~. 
Since 
Ilu~ll,.~,~¢o, ~ Ilu.II 3/4 = /~--3/4 Ilu~ll~, IluallHl,~<o~ ' / '  Ilu~llo, 
this gives Ilu~ll~. ~< ~('V/4). | 
This mode of argument from regularity and interpolation cannot be used 
to obtain lower bounds for 1113uall~,--much less for 1113uallr with Fc  c%O. 
2. PRINCIPAL RESULTS 
Our approach to the lower bound (1.5) is by way of distributed parameter 
system theory, considering boundary control and observation of the 
associated evolution equations on Q = Qr := (0, T) X .Q: 
b" + Av = 0 on Q, Bv = e in L2(X'),  
(2.1) 
v(O) = v o, t}(O) = v, on .(2; 
~+Aw=0onQ,  Bw=cinL2(X'), 
where 
L2(~)  
order B = 0], w 0 E L2(.Q). 
w(0) = w0onO,  
(2.2) 
.z;'=z~.:=(o,r)xr~s=(o,:ox,%e and lvo,v,len~(.e)x 
[H~(~)  is H ' (~)  if order B=I  and is {vEHl(~):vbt~r=O} if 
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DEFINITION. Given T> 0, we say that: 
(2.1) is (exactly) nulleontrollable if, for every [Vo,Vl] EH~(O)× 
LZ(.Q), there exists a control c C L2(27 ') such that v(T)= 0, 6(T)= 0; 
(2.2) is (exactly) nullcontrollable if, for every w o E L2(12), there exists 
a control c E L2(27 ') such that w(T)= 0. 
THEOREM 2.1 [1, 10]. Problem (2.1) is nulleontrollable i f  and only i f  
there is a constant K = K r such that 
II v(T)II~, II ~(TJlIH-,,~ < g I113v II=, (2.3) 
fo r  every solution v o f  b" + Av = 0 on Q, By = 0 on 22. Problem (2.2) ik 
nullcontrollable i f  and only i f  there is a constant K '  - ' K r such that 
II w(T)ll~ < g '  I113wll~ (2.4) 
fo r  every solution w o f  ~ + Aw = 0 on Q, Bw = 0 on 27. Further, (2.3)for 
some T > 0 implies (2.4)for every T > O. l 
Using this, one easily obtains estimates uch as (1.5). As our principal 
result we have: 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose (for some T > O) one has (2.1) nulleontrollable. 
Then (1.5) holds with 
(0(2) ~ 1 /KT  1/2 > 0. (2.5) 
Similarly, i f  (2.2) is nullcontrollable ( for some T > 0), then (1.5) holds with 
(0(2)) (22) 1/2 e- ra /K~ > O. (2.6) 
Proof  If (2.1) is nullcontrollable, set v( t , . )  := eiUtua (/t 2 = 2) and, using 
(1.4), observe that b '+Av=0,  By=0 (one could also use v ( t , . )=  
[cos/~(T- t)] u a but this is easier). Thus (2.3) gives 
i f :  q 1/2 II u~ll,~ --II v(r)ll~ ~< Kll l3vll=, -- g Ile'"'f3uall2rdt] 
= KT  '/~ II lau~ II~ 
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which gives (2.5). Similarly, if (2.2) is nullcontrollable, we 
w(t, .) := e-~tua and observe that k + Aw = 0, Bw = 0 so (2.4) gives 
e -at  11 ua Ih~ = II w(r)lh~ ~< g~ I[ 13wll~ 
: K ~ [ f~ e- 2~tt ][fJu ~ ll ~ dt ] '/2 
K~-(2~.)-1/2 [[ [~U.,~ I[F 
which gives (2.6). I 
set 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let -Q be a bounded region in ~'~ with moderately 
smooth boundary B-Q and let F be a star-complemented subset of B-Q (i.e., 
there exists a point P with PQ in Y~m\-Q for each Q E B-Q\F). Then there are 
constants C, C' > 0 such that 
frU2>~C if Au=--2u, uv=OonB-Q, fau2= l, (2.7) 
u, >/ if Au = -2u, u = 0 on &Q, = 1. (2.8) 
Proof. We need only note the nullcontrollability of (2.1) for A =-A ,  
B = Dirichlet trace, F star-complemented. (This is proved in [6], using the 
known existence of a uniform local decay rate for 6=Av in a bounded 
region -Q exterior to a star-shaped "hard" [homogeneous Dirichlet 
conditions] obstacle.) and for A=--A,  B =B/Bv, F star-complemented 
(essentially the same proof, now using existence of a local decay rate exterior 
to a "soft" obstacle). See [10] for related results. | 
For the one-dimensional case (m = 1)--and so, of course, also for higher- 
dimensional problems reducible to this by separation of variables---one can 
use more direct methods. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let p > 0 on [0, 1 ] and p, q moderately smooth. 
Consider, for eigenvalues )L= 2j ~ oo, the eigenfunctions y = Ya satisfying 
- (py ' ) '  + qy -- 2y on (0, 1), (2.9) 
1 
boY- -aoY ' lo=O=bly  +aly ' [ l ,  fl y2= 1. (2.10) 
Then there is a constant C > 0 such that, for each 2 = 2j, 
[Y(0)I >/C if ao ~: 0, 
ly'(O)l>~C2 ~/2 /f a0=0.  
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Proof. For each fixed 2 = 2j, (2.11) is clear (with C > 0) since otherwise 
uniqueness for the initial value problem would give y --= 0; further, there are 
only finitely many eigenvalues less than any fixed 2 , .  Thus we need only 
consider (2.11) for large 2 (asymptotically). In particular, we assume (tran- 
slating q by a constant if necessary) that q >/0 and 2 > sup q. 
Following [7], set p~ :=(1 -q/2)p (p~/~poo=p as 2--, oo), c a := 
max{0,p~} and let z a be the solution of 
paz~ + c~z a = -1 ,  za(1 ) = 0. (2.12) 
Observe that Pa > 0, so z a > 0 on [0, 1 ] with z~ < 0 for 2 ,  < ~, ~< oo and, as 
2 ~ oo, one has c a ~ coo = max{0,p'} and z a ~ zoo uniformly on [0, 1 ]. Now 
let t~ a :=- (paza) '  and note that (2.12) gives 0 a ~> 1 on [0, 1] with 
0~ --, 0oo := (pz J  = 1 + (coo -p ' )  as ~, --, oo. 
Multiplying (2.9) by 2zapy'/2 and integrating ives 
1 
0 = ii [za([PY']2)'/2 +P:tZJt(Y2)'] 
= l )  
1 1 
=-~i z](PY')2/2 + ~o OaY2 - za[(PY')2/2 + pay2] 
0 
Since z~ < O, 0 4 i> I, y2 = 1, one has 
1 O" 1 <~ i Oayz ~ z:~[(PY')Z/2 +p~y2] (2.13) 
For a 0 4: 0, one has py' [0 = (bo/ao)y(O), so (2.13) gives 
1 <~ za[(bo/ao)/2 +Pal  10 Y2(0) 
so lim infa~ooy2(0)~> 1/p(O)zoo(O)> 0 and the desired asymptotic result 
follows in this case. For a 0 = 0 so y(0) = 0, (2.13) becomes 1 ~ za(py')2/2 
so lim infa_.oo[y'(0)]z/2/> 1/p2(O)zoo(O)>O and again the desired result 
follows. II 
3. DISCUSSION 
For &O and the coefficients of A, B extremely smooth (analytic in [4], C °O 
in [12]) it is known that lll3u~llr :~ 0 for any F of positive measure in ~O. It 
seems plausible that (2.2) is nullcontrollable for arbitrary T> 0, quite 
general A, B (even without selfadjointness) and any relatively open patch F 
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in a,Q; thus, Theorem 2.2 would provide an approach to weakening the 
regularity requirements of [4, 12], using (2.4). 
Obviously the lower bound (2.5) obtained from (2.3) is a far better 
estimate than (2.6). 
In certain situations one can show [11] that (2.4) holds for all T > 0 with 
log K~ = ~(1 /T )  as T~ 0+. In that case, taking T= ~--1/2 in (2.6) as 2 -> oo 
gives the improved estimate: 
(0(2) >/ exp[-(const . )  )l, 1/2 ] as 2~ 
but, of course, this is still far weaker than (2.3). On the other hand, as noted 
in the proof of Corollary 2.3, the nullcontrollability of (2.1) is essentially 
related to the existence of a uniform local decay rate in I2 exterior to the 
"wall" tg,Q\F (taken with the homogeneous boundary condition). This 
imposes conditions both on the form of A and on the geometry of c0O\F so 
that "waves will not be trapped." Thus, one would choose to use (2.3) when 
available and (2.4) for those situations in which it is available but (2.3) is 
not. 
The one-dimensional result of Theorem 2.4 is sharp, as may be seen by 
considering the case: A - -d2 /dx  2. Note that for order B----1 the estimate 
(2.5) coincides with this but, even when (2.1) is nullcontrollable (as in 
Corollary 2.3), one does not obtain the factor 21/2 of Theorem 2.4 for the 
Dirichlet case. Conjecturing that the results of Theorem 2.4 correctly 
indicate the asymptotic results in the higher dimensional case (even when 
separation of variables does not provide a direct reduction), we note that 
there is not only this "gap" of 21/2 but also a "gap" (in the opposite 
direction) of ~,1/4 in Theorem 1.1. 
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